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What Does It Look Like?

Our latest MMA report – ‘Tackling Mobile Ad Fraud’ is a whitepaper on mobile ad fraud, 
from the perspective of the industry experts within the EMEA region.

As the underlying technology advances, the methods employed by fraudsters get 
more sophisticated. This EMEA mobile ad fraud whitepaper provides an up-to-date 
overview of mobile ad fraud and outlines ways of tackling of fraudulent activities in the 
mobile advertising ecosystem, in order to promote greater transparency and 
effectiveness across mobile advertising.

Summary findings from a recent survey undertaken by the MMA EMEA on the State of 
Mobile Fraud (July 2019), found the following:

1.Mobile ad fraud is an increasing threat that ranks amongst the top 5 mobile challenges for 
marketers in EMEA 

2.Marketers tend to believe that they are doing better than the industry average, although 
many are still confused on the actual status of mobile fraud

3.When it comes to specific fraud methods, data fraud (including location data), ad stacking 
and cookie stuffing are seen as the most dangerous 

4.There is no silver bullet for ad fraud, so marketers must rely on various measures to address
it - most important being “increased transparency”

Mobile ad fraud is used as an umbrella term covering fraudulent app installs, in-app 
advertising, and mobile web display ads. Fraudsters come in a variety of flavours, 
ranging from individual fraudulent publishers who inflate the number of impressions, 
installs, and/or clicks that their site/app generates via stealth tactics or falsified data, to 
nefarious criminals who build sophisticated, difficult to detect, and scalable fraud 
infrastructures. 
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Tackling Mobile Ad Fraud 
An MMA EMEA White Paper 
Executive Summary: 

What Is It and How Does it Occur?

Since the programmatic advertising ecosystem is in an ever-evolving state, mobile ad 
fraud encompasses a broad range of possible classifications. Reconciling differing 
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No stakeholder in the mobile marketing ecosystem is spared from the costs of mobile 
ad fraud, as it raises concerns over brand safety, creates loss of return on advertising 
investment, drains consumer resources, and deteriorates the overall reputation of the 
digital advertising ecosystem. 

Why is It important?

The whitepaper provides a detailed discussion on what the industry is doing about 
mobile ad fraud and the best practices in the battle against fraudsters. 

The full whitepaper provides detailed answers to these questions, along with 
testimonials and case studies highlighting the current state of mobile ad fraud and its 
impact on the industry. To download the full whitepaper, click here.

MMA About Us

Here comes tomorrow, and at its epicentre is mobile – closer, personalized, powerful. 
The marketing revolution we have all witnessed is about to further explode with the 
spread of 5G, AI, and other emerging technologies. Add a growing generation of 
screenagers on the cusp of entering the workforce and mobile obsessed consumers 
to the mix, and you have a once-in-an-era transformation in the way brands and their 
customers interact.
At the MMA, we believe the best way to thrive – and the only way to survive – is to 
capture this zeitgeist by committing to both proven and peer-driven best practices, 
without compromise.
The MMA helps marketers lead this imperative for marketing change – in ways that 
enable future breakthroughs while optimizing current activities. In all that we do, we 
are committed to science and questioning. We believe that creating marketing 
impact is steeped in constructively challenging the status quo. We invest millions of 
dollars in rigorous research to enable marketers with unassailable truth and 
actionable tools.
By enlightening, empowering and enabling marketers, the MMA shapes future success, 
while propelling business growth today. mmaglobal.com/about

           For more information please email us on: Emeamarketing@mmaglobal.com

What Can You Do About It?

labels and classifications in the industry references, this whitepaper provides a 
standardised nomenclature for mobile ad fraud. 



Paul Wright
AppsFlyer Managing Director

(UK / FR / ME)
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Mobile advertising ecosystem flourishes as mobile takes over as the primary channel 
of advertising and means to establish long-term omnipresent connections with 
consumers. According to eMarketer 1, mobile claimed about 62% of the digital 
advertising space and 30% of total media ad spending in the EMEA region in 2018. By 
2020, mobile ad spending is estimated to surpass all traditional media combined. 2

   Putting Mobile 
Ad Fraud into 
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Introduction:

1
 https://forecasts-na2.emarketer.com/

2
 https://www.emarketer.com/content/mobile-ad-spending-to-surpass-all-traditional-media-combined-by-2020



As this major shift takes place, mobile ad fraud constitutes a significant threat for all 
the stakeholders of the ecosystem. Losses from mobile ad fraud is estimated in the 
billions. Fraud not only lowers return on investment on media budgets and money of 
value in mobile advertising, it also distorts the data advertisers have on their target 
audiences. 

As soon as the ecosystem tracks and neutralizes one form of fraud, fraudsters pivot to 
another. Due to the fragmented structure of the mobile advertising ecosystem and the 
increasingly complex approaches fraudsters utilize to infiltrate and exploit it, battling 
with mobile ad fraud requires industry-wide cooperation and commitment. 

Therefore, it is of paramount importance for all the stakeholders of the mobile 
marketing ecosystem to have a strong and comprehensive understanding of mobile 
ad fraud so that effective countermeasures can be deployed. 

In pursuit of this strategic imperative, the MMA EMEA Mobile Ad Fraud Whitepaper aims 
to provide an up-to-date overview of mobile ad fraud and facilitate effective tackling 
of fraudulent activities in mobile advertising ecosystem, in order to promote greater 
transparency and effectiveness in mobile advertising. This whitepaper puts emphasis 
on the perspective of industry professionals and their best practices in the EMEA region. 
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“Fraudsters perpetrating mobile app fraud have become experts in 
finding loopholes. Whether the easy way, by targeting apps lacking 
adequate protection; or by using increasingly sophisticated methods to 
attack apps that believe that their current safeguards are sufficient.” 

Shani Rosenfelder, Head of Mobile Insights, AppsFlyer



Ad fraud is the general term used to define the deliberate act of producing invalid 
traffic. Invalid traffic is often associated with the criminal activity aiming to 
illegitimately siphon away ad budgets.

Trustworthy Accountability Group defines invalid traffic as traffic that does not meet 
certain ad serving quality or completeness criteria, or otherwise does not represent 
legitimate ad traffic that should be included in measurement counts3. Invalid traffic, 
which can be general or sophisticated, includes both non-fraudulent traffic, such as 
accidental clicks and fraudulent traffic marked by malicious intent. Invalid traffic 
hampers advertisers’ plan to engage with their desired audiences and hence lower the 
return on advertising budget.

Fraudsters come in a variety of flavors, ranging from individual fraudulent publishers 
who inflate the number of impressions, installs, and/or clicks that their site/app 
generates via stealth tactics or falsified data, to nefarious criminals who build 
sophisticated, difficult to detect, and scalable fraud infrastructures. As the methods 
employed by fraudsters get more sophisticated, ad fraud becomes more difficult to 
detect with automated filters, because it often mimics human traffic to a greater 
extent. Hence, effective tackling of ad fraud, today, requires advanced analytics, 
inter-organizational cooperation, and frequent human intervention.

Today, ad fraud represents a pervasive and serious problem for the digital advertising 
industry as it costs the industry around $19 billion annually4, while raising concerns over 
brand safety, loss of return on advertising investment, and deteriorating the overall 
reputation of the digital advertising ecosystem.   

    What is
   ad fraud?

3 TAG Invalid Traffic Taxonomy, January 2019
4 Juniper Research, Future Digital Advertising, AI, Ad Fraud & Ad Blocking, 2017-2022, Accessed January 5, 2019. 
https://www.juniperresearch.com/researchstore/content-commerce/future-digital-advertising?utm_campaign=future_advertisin
g_pr1_2017&utm_source=businesswire&utm_medium=email
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Any deliberate activity designed to steal advertising budgets spent on mobile that 
doesn’t originate from a real user with a genuine interest falls into the scope of mobile 
ad fraud.

General industry references to mobile ad fraud describe it as an umbrella term 
encompassing fraudulent app installs, in-app advertising, and mobile web display ads. 
As average time spent on mobile is shifting towards in-app from mobile web5, a 
significant portion of mobile advertising budgets hinge on app related activity, such as 
app installs and in-app adverting. Since fraudsters follow the money trail, the most 
prominent types of ad fraud in mobile include app install fraud, hiding ads in apps 
running constantly in the background, and misrepresenting the location or the device 
the ad is delivered6.
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5
 eMarketer, April 2018.

6
IAS Ad Fraud Essentials Guide, 2017

"What makes mobile useful is in many cases what creates the 
vulnerability. We have to be especially vigilant and careful when 
approaching the issue of how to protect and police mobile ad traffic." 

Kyle York, VP of Product Strategy, Oracle Cloud Infrastructure &
GM of Oracle's Dyn

          Going beyond traffic fraud:  

          Mobile ad fraud spans 
all types of ad fraud 
activities that exploit 
mobile technology.



“The historical lack of industry standards around fraud has made it 
difficult and there have been a number of reactionary changes to
some policies regarding this issue. Fraud protection is something
that needs to be considered constantly and taken care of sooner
rather than later. Both advertisers and publishers should keep an eye on 
their traffic and keep themselves accountable for accurate reporting. 
The advertising industry needs to work together to fight fraud and 
prevent it from growing in the future.”

Alp Kaya, Sr. Strategic Planner, EMEA & LATAM, AdColony

“An essential consideration applies to mobile in the same way it applied 
to desktop – not all technologies, vendors and approaches are created 
equally. Working with vendors who have third party validation, such as 
MRC for metrics, and a track record of adhering to and adopting 
industry best practices and standards are good soft guidelines.
As the old saying goes – actions, track record, and history tend to
speak louder than words.”

Cem Eroğlu, GM Turkey & MEA, Adform

Most types of fraud in mobile are similar to those on desktop, but since the underlying 
technologies involved are entirely different, the detection and combat techniques 
have to be designed from scratch. Given the dominance of mobile in digital ad 
spending in general, and as the financial exposure of mobile app marketers roughly 
adds up to $800 million quarterly9, mobile ad fraud constitutes a pressing concern for 
the mobile advertising industry.

Malicious bots and device farms are responsible for more than half of the mobile app 
install fraud7. It should also be noted that, within the programmatic advertising 
landscape, mobile display inventory presents the highest risk of fraud8.
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Appsflyer The State of Mobile Fraud Q1 2018

8 
AppNexus, The Digital Advertising Stats You Need for 2018 

9
 Appsflyer The State of Mobile Fraud Q1 2018
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Today’s digital advertising landscape relies heavily on technological intermediary 
platforms facilitating automated algorithm-driven transactions between the two main 
actors of the ecosystem, advertisers (demand side) and publishers (supply side). 
Driven by big-data analytics and complex optimization algorithms, these platforms 
work together to broker the needs of demand and supply sides in miliseconds, to 
deliver highly targeted ads to audiences at the right time and in the right place. 

Demand Side Platforms (DSPs) connect to programmatic ad exchanges or Supply Side 
Platforms to find appropriate audiences from the supply-side and buy available ad 
inventory across a multitude of publisher websites and mobile apps based on data 
events, such as impressions or clicks. An automated real-time bidding auction process 
(RTB) is used to determine the prices of these data events. Most DSPs offer a suite of 
audience targeting options via integrating with one or more data management 
platforms (DMP), which consolidate demographic and behavioral user data from 
online and offline data sources to create targetable audience segments. Some of the 
targeting options offered by a typical DSP include interest-based targeting, 
demographic targeting, geo-targeting, keyword targeting, contextual targeting, device 
targeting, and re-targeting.

Supply-Side Platforms (SSP) allow publishers to monetize available inventory on their 
sites and mobile apps in an automated and efficient way. They connect to DSPs and 
other bidders in an exchange to sell ad inventory on behalf of publishers. Driven by 
advanced algorithms, SSPs can often predict which network will provide the highest 
effective yield at a given time and hence give publishers better control over the value 
of their inventory. To meet specific advertiser needs, SSPs may package up premium 
inventory to offer inside of a private market place (PMP), a guaranteed programmatic 
purchase, or a preferred offer. 
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Who is affected by ad fraud?
No stakeholder in the mobile advertising industry

is spared from the costs of ad fraud:

- Data overage charges and drainage of handset resources (Consumers)
- Lowered inventory CPMs (Publishers)
- Wasted ad budgets (Advertisers)
- Distorted marketing insights (Advertisers)
- Damaged reputation of ad networks and ad exchanges (Intermediaries)
- Psychological barrier to invest in digital media spend (Industry as a whole)
- Resources spared to fight ad fraud (Industry as a whole)

Today’s digital advertising landscape relies heavily on technological intermediary 
platforms facilitating automated algorithm-driven transactions between the two main 
actors of the ecosystem, advertisers (demand side) and publishers (supply side). 
Driven by big-data analytics and complex optimization algorithms, these platforms 
work together to broker the needs of demand and supply sides in miliseconds, to 
deliver highly targeted ads to audiences at the right time and in the right place. 
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“Our tolerance to ad fraud is zero. Nothing can compensate the damage ad 
fraud creates in the mess up in data and the brand presence; it is not just 
about a Euro spent in non-human traffic. We have to act now.” 

Juan Antonio Munoz-Gallego, Chief Strategy Business Development at Linicom 



In the last couple of years, the industry witnessed the discovery of several largest and 
most sophisticated botnets to ever hit digital advertising industry.

For instance, dubbed ‘Methbot’ operation discovered by researchers at White Ops, 
targeting the premium video advertising space, was active on 5,000 fake websites on 
1,900 servers running ads from a number of legitimate advertising networks. For two 
years, until December 2016, Methbot impersonated established sites, fabricated 
inventory, faked mouse movements and social network logins, earning the Russian 
cybercriminals behind it an estimated $7m in revenue10.

Methbot generated ad impressions sell for anywhere from $3.27 CPM to $36.72 CPM.
The average CPM for URLs manufactured by Methbot was $13.0411. A second scheme, 
called as ‘3ve’ (or ‘Eve’), was a more conventional click fraud botnet in which the Kovter 
malware running on around 1.7 million infected PCs generated fake ad clicks, stealing 
away an estimated $29 million between Dec 2015 and Oct 201812.
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Impact in
Numbers

10
 Two International Cybercriminal Rings Dismantled and Eight Defendants Indicted for Causing Tens of Millions of Dollars in Losses 

in Digital Advertising Fraud, November 27, 2018. 
https://www.justice.gov/usao-edny/pr/two-international-cybercriminal-rings-dismantled-and-eight-defendants-indicted-causing
11

 The Methboth Operation, White Ops, December 20, 2016
12 

Two International Cybercriminal Rings Dismantled and Eight Defendants Indicted for Causing Tens of Millions of Dollars in Losses 
in Digital Advertising Fraud, November 27, 2018. 
https://www.justice.gov/usao-edny/pr/two-international-cybercriminal-rings-dismantled-and-eight-defendants-indicted-causing



“The tip of the iceberg can be calculated by the value of CPI multiple with the 
number of fraudulent installs. However the cost of losing customers, polluting 
marketing data and negatively affecting brand image cannot be calculated.” 

Soner Sensoy, Co-founder and Chief Product Officer of Interceptd

In November 2017, researchers at Adform discovered another complex botnet scheme, 
called ‘HyphBot’, which generated up to 1.5 billion requests per day, producing fake 
traffic on more than 34,000 different domains, including premium publishers, and more 
than a million different URLs13. 

In 2018, several mobile ad fraud schemes have been exposed. An investigation by 
BuzzFeed News revealed that apps installed on millions of Android phones tracked user 
behavior to execute a multimillion-dollar mobile ad fraud scheme14. Oracle has 
uncovered a major app-based mobile ad fraud operation it calls “DrainerBot,” which 
infected more than 300 Android apps, claiming more than 3000 app installs and 150MM 
ad impressions per day. Infected devices drained more than 10 GB data per month 
causing consumers to incur unexpected data overage charges. These mobile fraud 
schemes victimize not only ad buyers, but also consumers and small app developers, 
as well.

Overall, Juniper Research estimates ad fraud to cost advertisers $19 billion in 2018, 
representing 9% of total digital advertising spend, reaching $44 billion by 202215. In the 
context of mobile advertising, AppsFlyer estimates that between $700 million and $800 
million was stolen from mobile apps alone in the first quarter of 2018, a 30% increase 
over the previous year16. Further, AppsFlyer data reveals that global rate of app install 
fraud reaches up to 11.5%, and more than one in ten apps have a minimum of 30% fraud 
rate.  Pixalate data suggests that 23% of all ad impressions in mobile apps are in some 
way fraudulent, and a single app could cost advertisers over $75 million per year17.
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13 
How Adform Discovered HyphBot, Adform, November 22, 2017.

14 
Silverman, C. Apps installed on millions of Android phones tracked user behavior to execute a multimillion-dollar mobile ad fraud 

scheme, BuzzFeed News, October 23, 2018.
15 

Juniper Research, Future Digital Advertising, AI, Ad Fraud & Ad Blocking, 2017-2022, Accessed January 5, 2019. 
https://www.juniperresearch.com/researchstore/content-commerce/future-digital-advertising?utm_campaign=future_advertisin
g_pr1_2017&utm_source=businesswire&utm_medium=email
16 

Appsflyer The State of Mobile Fraud Q1 2018
17  

How we uncovered millions of dollars in mobile app fraud, Pixalate, June 12, 2018. 
http://blog.pixalate.com/mobile-app-laundering-bundle-id-megacast-alleged-sophisticated-invalid-traffic-ad-fraud
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Android Smartphone - Display:
Ad Fraud (IVT) by App Category

Source: http://blog.pixalate.com/ad-fraud-ivt-benchmarks-android-mobile-apps-q2-2018
Note: Represents activity tracked by Pixalate, broader industry metrics may vary.
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Mobile Web Fraud

Mobile ad fraud encompasses a broad range of possible classifications. This is mainly 
due to the fact that the programmatic advertising ecosystem is in an ever-evolving 
state and fraudsters are always after new methods to hack it. The types presented 
here cover the approaches that are most widely and recently used by fraudsters to 
infiltrate and exploit the mobile advertising ecosystem.

 Domain Spoofing: Domain spoofing occurs when a fraudulent site or 
low-quality publisher falsely represent its URL or domain as another, often as premium 
websites. Advertisers believe their ads are being served on high-traffic, brand-safe, or 
trustworthy website, but they often end up on a high-risk site instead. Also called as 
referrer spoofing, domain hijacking, and URL masking.

 Location Spoofing: Location spoofing is the practice of falsifying location 
information to drive up the cost of the advertising impression.

 Ad Injection: Ad stacking refers to the practice of charging for impressions 
that were actually not delivered by (1) stacking multiple ads one on top of the other and 
serving them simultaneously when a page loads, so only the ad on the top is actually 
visible to the visitor, (2) stacking multiple ads into an ad unit that remains invisible for 
the entire session, (3) stuffing multiple adds into a 1x1 ad pixel that is not visible, or (4) 
using pop-unders and pop-ups that load simultaneously and are almost unstoppable 
to count impressions. In all instances, since all the ads are triggered when the page 
loads, the impression is fraudulently counted.

 Cookie Stuffing: Cookie stuffing is the fraudulent practice of attaching 
multiple cookies to users without their knowledge. If such users convert in time, the 
fraudsters get paid. This means that affiliates who really did contribute to these 
particular conversions never get their compensation.

   Types of 
Mobile Ad Fraud

The Watch List:

www



 Traffic Fraud: Fraudsters illegitimately boost the number of clicks and 
impressions.

 Malicious bots and botnets: Bots used to create traffic fraud are 
automated software programs that run on servers or hijacked devices, which can be 
programmed to act like real users generating a large volume of invalid fraudulent 
traffic, in the form of impressions, clicks, hovers, and all sorts of data events. Bots are 
one of the fastest growing and most widespread types of mobile ad fraud. 
  Datacenter-based bot operations are usually easier to detect. However, 
bots that rely on malware that infects devices, operating fake browser sessions in the 
background, are more effective in eluding fraud detection and discovery. They employ 
sophisticated techniques to provide a more convincing picture of human behavior, 
such as cursor movements, clicks, hovers, and social network logins. Open source
SDKs are the easiest to unpack and simulate, and are therefore more exposed to
fraud from bots.

 Ghost sites: Ghost or falsified sites are the websites that fraudsters 
generate by either plagiarizing content from real publishers, or fabricating illegitimate 
content from scratch. Owners of ghost sites make them available in programmatic 
exchanges and hire botnets to inflate impression counts.

 Device hijacking: In device hijacking, fraudsters infiltrate devices via 
malware hidden in infected apps that otherwise appear legitimate and log falsified ad 
views (e.g., loading ads in hidden side loading browsers constantly running in the 
background), installs and engagement signals to an attribution provider without any 
genuine activity occurring.

 Incentivized traffic: Incentivized traffic is the traffic generated by the 
supply partner by paying out a part of the conversion commission to the end-user in 
the form of gifts, discounts, store credits, coupons, or other benefits as compensation 
to take a certain action, such as a click or an install. Therefore, the resulting traffic does 
not originate from a user with a genuine interest in the ad.

 Device farms and emulators: Device farms, also called phone farms or 
click farms, are used to create fraudulent clicks, install and mobile engagement, as well 
as fake social media followings, and inflate app store download counts, ratings, and 
reviews, to create the illusion of legitimate activity. Programs running on non-mobile 
devices, called as emulated devices, are also used to log in fake engagements. 
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Hijacking Real Users

 Install hijacking: Install hijacking is a broad category based on the click 
injection method that covers both referrer hijacking and click hijacking. In install 
hijacking, malware often hidden in apps that otherwise appear legitimate detects 
when an install begins and hijacks conversion by sending a false click report during the 
install process.

 Click flooding: In click flooding (or click spammimg), networks send large 
numbers of fraudulent click reports in the hopes of delivering the last-click prior to 
installs. Since fraudsters poach organic users in this particular type of mobile ad fraud, 
it results in highly misleading marketing data, causing advertisers to increase 
expenditure on a paid channel, in expense of activities that produce genuine organic 
users. Click flooding doesn’t require penetrating an actual device.

Faking Users

 Malicious bots and botnets: Bots and botnets are used to simulate 
installs to commit app install fraud. Sophisticated bots simulating real users in attempt 
to bypass attribution fraud protection is the most widely used type of app install fraud.

 Device farms and emulators: After the rise of install hijacking and device 
farms, fraudsters began developing far more sophisticated bot-driven strategies. The 
height of this wave was in August 2018 when millions of attacks took place on a daily 
basis. When protection technology evolved to block these forms of bots, their numbers 
gradually decreased. Instead, a new wave of next generation device farm attacks 
emerged, this time with the use of emulators rather than physical devices placed on 
racks in the thousands. Emulators are used to fake users through DeviceID resets, in 
which through cycles of ad clicks, installs and uninstalls, Device IDs are reset each time 
to make the installs appear legitimate.
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App Install Fraud
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A fraudster has an app (“hello-app”) in the Play Store that is supposed to be monetized 
for advertising. To boost revenues, they decide to use click injections to poach 
attribution for installs they had no part in convincing users to download. A random user 
has “hello-app” installed for its main purpose and is unaware of its secret monetization 
tactics. The same user then organically installs a different app (“fun-game-app”). 

At this point in time, there are two methods of click injection:
(1) Within a couple of milliseconds after the user clicked the download button, the 
content provider notifies the perpetrator’s app of a new app being downloaded, 
allowing a click to be injected.
(2) Within a couple of milliseconds after the install on her device finishes, the broadcast 
“ACTION_PACKAGE_ADDED” will trigger on her device - and all apps on the device will be 
able to listen to it, including “Hello-app”. “Hello-app” will capture all the necessary 
device information and the bundle-name/ID of the newly downloaded or installed 
“fun-game-app”, and will send these to their backend. The fraudsters’ backend will find 
the offer link for “fun-game-app” in their database and create a valid click link that 
includes all the information needed for attribution (clickID, offer-code, device ID) and 
execute the link server-to-server to their network partner or exchange.

Click on
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Redirect
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device

Click Injection:
Package_Added Broadcast

Click Injection:
Content Provider Exploit
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Case Study: Click 
Injection Scheme
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In 2018, Oracle teams from Dyn and Moat found unusual network activity, including app based 
tunneling behavior behind VPNs. Moat analytic team identified the source of the SDK and 
infected app IDs generating fraudulent traffic. Teams immediately informed the largest app 
store of fraud operation and infected apps for review. DrainerBot operated as follows:
 Android app developer downloads and incorporates infected SDK that   
 promises to monetize the app.
 Users visit app store and download the infected app.
 After the delay period (to avoid detection), SDK side loads
 new code to run fraudulent ads.
 Infected ad spoofs legitimate publisher domains and loads invisible video   
 ads to device, even when the app is not in use or the device is locked.
 No ads were ever visible on the app, yet since the video ads were run   
 uninterruptedly in a centered invisible browser, industry viewability and   
 completion benchmarks were successfully established. 

As a result, the DrainerBot operation affected millions of consumers via more than 10MM 
downloads of more than 300 infected apps. The company distributed the DrainerBot claimed 
more than 3000 app installs and 150 MM ad impressions per day. Infected devices could 
consume more than 10GB data per month.

Case Study: 
DrainerBot

How in-app ads 
should appear

DrainerBot Ads are never 
seen, as they run in invisible 

hidden browsers

Invisible ads continue to 
run, even if phones are 

locked or charcing

Source: moat.com/drainerbot, January 2019



1- IAB Tech Lab: App-ads.txt
Ads.txt is a simple, flexible and secure method that publishers and distributors can use 
to publicly declare the companies they authorize to sell their digital inventory. It has 
been released in June 2017. With demand side platforms (DSPs), Ads.txt allows buyers to 
confidently purchase through approved seller accounts. App-ads.txt applies this 
ads.txt functionality to ad transactions in mobile apps, as well as over-the-top (OTT) 
video apps. In addition, app-ads.txt can help identify and block instances of 
unauthorized developer impersonation18. It should be noted that Ads.txt does not 
guarantee “fraud-free”. Publishers or authorized sellers / resellers can inflate the traffic 
by mixing legitimate traffic with traffic from bot networks. There are examples where 
premium domains have added networks that were sending traffic from this botnet to 
their ads.txt files19.

2- Trustworthy Accountability Group (TAG) Certified Against Fraud Program
Trustworthy Accountability Group (TAG) is a cross-industry self-regulatory program 
formed in 2014 to fight ad fraud and other criminal issues in the digital advertising 
supply chain. TAG’s Certified Against Fraud Program (aka, TAG Certification) focuses on 
combating fraudulent invalid traffic across the digital advertising industry, and 
provides companies with a means to communicate publicly their commitment to 
combating this type of criminal activity. A TAG Certified Channel is a media transaction 
where the agency, a demand-side platform, and a supply-side platform are all 
Certified Against Fraud by TAG and where available, the TAG Certified Channel includes 
a TAG Certified Against Fraud publisher.
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18
IAB Tech Lab, app-ads.txt: 

https://iabtechlab.com/press-releases/app-ads-txt-released-for-public-comment-as-next-step-to-fight-digital-advertising-inve
ntory-fraud/
19

Whitepaper: How Adform Discovered HyphBot, November 2017.

     Cross-Industry 
Initiatives in
the Fight Against
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In July 2018, The 614 Group conducted quantitative and qualitative research to measure 
the impact of TAG Certification in reducing fraud in actual campaigns. Measuring more 
than 75 billion ad impressions in 2018 from five of the largest ad agency holding 
companies, the study showed that with just 1.68% fraud, TAG Certified Channels have 
84% less fraud than Non-Certified Channels20. The benchmark study conducted in 
December 2018, in five of the biggest European markets (UK, France, Germany, Italy, and 
Netherlands), measuring approximately 4 billion impressions, showed that TAG 
Certified Channels have 0.53% overall fraud rate, when compared to 8.99% industry 
average21. 

3. Media Rating Council (MRC) Guidelines and Accreditation
MRC is an industry-funded self-regulatory organization, seeking to improve the quality 
of audience measurement by rating services and to provide a better understanding of 
the applications (and limitations) of rating information. The Bylaws of the MRC 
document the organization’s mission as: “to secure for the media industry and related 
users audience measurement services that are valid, reliable and effective; to evolve 
and determine minimum disclosure and ethical criteria for media audience 
measurement services; and to provide and administer an audit system designed to 
inform users as to whether such audience measurements are conducted in 
conformance with the criteria and procedures developed.” MRC accomplishes its 
objective by setting standards and conducting audits performed by an independent 
CPA firm to verify compliance22. 

In general, the Standards relate to: (a) ethics and operations, (b) disclosures, and (c) 
electronic delivery.  Ethical and Operational Standards govern the quality and integrity 
of the entire process by which ratings are produced.  Disclosure Standards specify the 
detailed information about a rating service’s methodology and each specific survey, 
which must be made available to users, the MRC and its Certified Public Accountant 
(CPA), as well as the form in which the information should be made available.  
Electronic delivery standards are designed to ensure that the service maintains 
appropriate system controls and meets certain minimum reporting standards23.
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“ When we discover the presence of fraud, we reach out to our partners right 
away and share the evidence. In most cases they are not caught off guard 
because we’ve discussed the indicators we would be looking for prior to 
launch. Our request is to immediately block sub-publishers that are flagged.
 If there is less than 100% cooperation from the partner, we consider
pausing the buy.” 

Kristyn Meade, Senior Manager of Hotels.com

Enforce and Use Ads.txt & App-ads.txt:
The introduction of app-ads.txt provides an exciting next step and has the potential to 
help do for mobile what ads.txt has done for standard channels. This means significant 
reductions in domain and app spoofing from within apps. A lot of fraudulent traffic
could have been avoided if most industry players were using ads.txt for analysis or
as filters. 

Keep Your SDKs Up To Date
Running the latest SDK version ensures that you have the latest security updates. 

Pay Attention to Your Data:
Measure fraud across campaigns and regularly assess your fraud exposure. Verify 
traffic data provided by partners by comparing it with your own internal data. 
Anomalies in your data such as large discrepancies between App Store numbers and 
your reporting platform, or significant changes in conversion rates may be due to fraud. 

Contribute To and Enforce Transparency:
Request your partners to be fully transparent about their inventory and traffic data, 
including sourced traffic and audience extension. If networks are not transparent about 
their traffic sources, they should be shut down. 
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Work with Independent Third-Party Fraud Detection Partners: 
Third-party fraud detection partners add a protection layer against fraudulent sources. 
The tools provided by such parties are effective in implementing automatic fraud 
detection and optimization capabilities, along with providing automatic feedback to 
other network parties contributing to the cumulative fight against fraud across the 
industry. Further, data science teams employed by such partners are instrumental in 
discovering sophisticated fraud schemes and emerging threats. 

Work with Certified Networks:
Certified supply chains (such as TAG or IAB Gold) have been consistently shown to have 
significantly less fraud rates when compared to industry averages.    

Focus on Real Campaign KPIs:
Do not focus as much on low CPMs and CPCs, but instead focus on real KPIs based on 
your goals such as sales, sign-ups, and subscriptions.

Monitor Compliance:
Actively monitor and verify that ads were delivered on plan (to the sites, devices, 
geographies, and audiences desired); whether the environment had ad clutter and 
other placement concerns; whether it was brand-safe. 

Be Vigilant and Act Fast Upon Fraud Detection:
Use real-time tools that can help you identify fraud as soon as it hits your inventory. 
Block infected IPs and infected cookies as short-term remedies. The downside is you 
would also filter a large fraction of legitimate traffic as well and will not be able to filter 
all fraud as new IPs will continue to appear and cookies are easy to change.
Further, manually block traffic from domains in the spoofed domain list, which 
generate a lot of transactions, but don’t contain ads.

Take Proactive Measures:
Use MRC accredited tools to check and in programmatic apply pre-bid filters, even 
when working directly with premium publishers. Use data science to understand users. 
Use detailed mapping of the browser environment and device characteristics to look 
for signature set of characteristics for malware. Use malware analysis, software 
disassembly, and infiltrate hacker communities to guide detection development efforts 
and identify emerging threats.
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Appsflyer
AppsFlyer is a SaaS mobile marketing analytics and attribution platform, headquartered in San 

Francisco, California.

About Appsflyer

Hotels.com
Hotels.com® is a leading provider of hotel accommodation worldwide, offering booking services through 

its own network of localized websites and telephone call centers.

hotels.com

AdColony
AdColony is the highest quality mobile marketing and advertising platform

AdColony

About Contributors

The MMA is the world’s leading global non-profit trade mobile marketing association 
comprised of more than 800 member companies, from nearly fifty countries around 
the world. Our members hail from every faction of the mobile marketing ecosystem, 
including brand marketers, agencies, mobile technology platforms, media companies, 
operators and others. The MMA’s mission is to accelerate the transformation and 
innovation of marketing through mobile, driving business growth with closer and 
stronger consumer engagement. Anchoring the MMA’s mission are four core pillars;
to cultivate inspiration by driving innovation for the Chief Marketing Officer; to build
the mobile marketing capabilities for marketing organizations through fostering 
know-how and confidence; to champion the effectiveness and impact of mobile 
through research providing tangible ROI measurement; and to advocate for mobile 
marketers. Additionally, MMA industry-wide committees work collaboratively to develop 
and advocate global best practices and lead standards development.

For more information about the MMA please visit: www.mmaglobal.com. 
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Akbank
Akbank is a leading Turkish bank. Akbank’s core business is banking activities, consisting of corporate and 

investment banking, commercial banking, SME banking, consumer banking, payment systems, treasury 

transactions and private banking, and international banking services. In addition to conventional 

banking activities, the Bank also conducts insurance agency operations through its branches, on behalf 

of Ak Insurance and AvivaSA Pensions and Life Insurance.

Akbank

Interceptd
Interceptd is a Mobile Ad Fraud Prevention Tool that allows advertisers to prevent fraud

Interceptd

DMS
Digital Media Services (DMS) is the the official digital media arm of Choueiri Group, the leading media 

group in the MENA region. 

DMS

Docomo Digital
Leading-edge payments services connecting digital platforms, payment providers, telecom carriers to 

enable secure and seamless mobile solutions

Docomo Digital

Hopi
Hopi is a leading Turkish mobile application that offers personalized shopping experience. From clothing 

to technology, from travel to food, it cooperates with brands from many different sectors and serves its 

users and business partners with the principle of Unconditional Customer Happiness.

Hopi

Linicom
Linicom offers video engagement with the first ever technology that analyzes your videos and creates 

personalized automatic trailers to your users

Linicom

LoopMe
LoopMe specializes in mobile video and rich media, using a powerful combination of attribution, Artificial 

Intelligence and analytics to deliver outstanding campaign performance.

LoopMe

Pernord Ricard
Pernod Ricard has built a unique portfolio of Premium international brands, one of broadest of the wine 

and spirits industry. This portfolio is supported by the “House of Brands”, a dynamic tool allowing our 

affiliates to better prioritize their marketing investments. It comprises three floors: strategic international 

brands at the top, then strategic wine brands and strategic local brands.

Pernord Ricard
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S4M
S4M – The Drive-to-Store Platform – is the first and only advertising technology that connects brands to 

consumers by bridging the gap between digital advertising and the real-world. S4M creates a unified 

technology for marketers to manage, measure, and optimize incremental visits in real-time to online and 

physical stores. S4M is committed to transparency and full autonomy for its clients from online 

impressions until conversions and relies on data obtained only with the user’s explicit consent.

S4M


